RESCUE 42, CONTINUED
Rescue

42

still

produces

a

version

of

the O-Plate, but it didn’t stop there. You
may have seen one of their more popular
products in news stories showing a vehicle
precariously laying on its side while first
responders extricate a victim. The Rescue
42 product used to stabilize and prop up the
halted the World Series. Many buildings had

vehicle in these situations is the TeleCrib®

Strut System, a proprietary device using

jammed doors so rescuers were often unable

lightweight Kevlar® fiber tubing instead

to enter. Tim, a firefighter and former Navy

of

nuclear engineer, began tinkering with a

manufactures a variety of other products

heavy rescue plate to grip the curb so the

that enable rapid and effective response to a

Jaws of Life™ could rip doors open, and also

wide variety of emergency systems.

be used to support extrication of victims

Rescue

42

also

Rescue 42, providing support for their

his local fire station and using it during

accounting team during periods of transition

training and rescues, many other stations

and growth. Our engagement was initially

and fire departments asked him to make

as a fractional CFO and evolved to include

them for their use too. They started calling

interim Controller work during a staffing

them “O’Connell Plates™” (later shortened

transition. At Morrison we are honored to

to O-Plate™). As requests poured in, Tim
Rescue 42, Inc. was born.

steel.

We are fortunate at Morrison to have served

from crashed cars. After making one for

decided to start a business. On April 1, 1995,

traditional

work alongside innovative companies such
as Rescue 42 on a daily basis.

On-site at the Dixie Fire

MORRISON

SNAPSH TS

TEN YEARS WITH TIM
The Morrison team recently celebrated
with Tim Peters as he marked his tenth

“I did EVERYTHING”
– Eden Pritchett

anniversary with Morrison. Reminiscing

MORRISON’S SUMMER BBQ RETURNS!

over lunch, the team traded stories of Tim

Our Morrison family has grown so much since our last gathering in 2019, and it was such

over the past ten years. Congratulations

a joy to finally get together and celebrate at our annual summer BBQ. After face painting,

Tim, we are honored to be a part of this

balloon animals, pony rides, Tulip the donkey, swimming, cornhole, and a scavenger hunt,

team with you.

it’s safe to say this year was worth waiting for.

